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Representing two different conversations occurring simultaneously.  
Disjointed as conversations are unrelated.  Montaged scratched film.

Represent convergence of the two conversations, represent overlap.  
Camera moves forward through the layers to the background layer.

Increase vividness, pace and tone at the point of laughter to represent 
support and appreciation/ spurring on.

Attention returns solidly to authoritative storyteller and camera swings 
round to a few words being said.

Opportunistic edging in and dominance by Speaker 4.  Quickly butted out by 
red block (Speaker 3).

“Beluga Trainers”.  The trainers in question have taken the form of Beluga 
Whales and so are swimming forwards into mouth of Big Head as 
mentioned by speaker 4.

Speaker 4 talked over by Speaker 1 represented by big red line crossing the 
words.

Red block (dominance) / fluttering colours (excitement) enters the main 
screen as speaker 3 takes over the conversation.

“Her THREE TOES can go through the hole!“ Circle forms around the toes 
and they decrease in size with jerky movement as if disappearing.

STORYBOARD
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Hand rendered type appears across the screen as speaker 1 takes over the 
conversation.

“She’s got two pairs of sandals“.  Drawn sandals appear over film 
background.

Talking about shoes going missing.  Bird’s eye view of child walking in the 
sandals, they disintegrate and the child is walking barefoot.

“And she’s come home with one shoe!”.  Child walks up to camera with one 
shoe on with painted film background.

As speaker 1 takes a long turn story telling, in boredom, speaker 3 begins to 
notice other aspects of speaker 1 like body language and gesticulation.

Other speaker’s attention begins to divert as they lose interest in speaker 1’s 
story.  Scratched film of various colouring represents fluttering interest and 
daydreaming.v

“I couldn’t believe the boots though...“.  Footage of foot bursting through 
boot.

Speaker 3 yawns loudly.  Saturation decreases and starts playing in 
slowmotion to represent boredom in the interactional exclusion speaker 3 is 
facing.

Filmed footage of speaker 1’s eyes and mouth in conversation.  These are 
separated and are placed independently of eachother over more recorded 
footage of the other speakers.

STORYBOARD
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“Surely you’d notice if you was walking around with only one shoe?”.  
Recorded footage of people walking around in one shoe.

“And she’s got one trainer aswell”.  Child races towards camera with one 
shoe.  From this point, screens is split into two representing with v.s. 
without.  Background of painted and scratched film.

“ONE trainer, ONE sandal...”.  Trainer, then sandal falls into screen.  
Background is painted film. 

“You’ve got to wear your Vans, haven’t you Jasmine“.  Possibly drawn shoes 
placed over painted film.

“They are SANDALS”.  Inky drawn sandal prints appear one after another on 
emphasis of each syllable of SAN-DALS.

Left represents conversation between the couple quietly going on 
disappearing into the dominance of speaker 1’s stressing to speaker 2
something apparently obvious.  Words appear with each red point.

“She’s got to wear them for P.E.”.  Drawn type onto the film placed on top of 
another painted film background.

STORYBOARD


